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Overview & Method

People make choices in nearly every domain of life, and individuals differ in their choice-making strategies: 1
• Maximizers search extensively for the best possible option.
• Satisficers search just until they encounter an option that fits what they are looking for.

Studies suggest that maximizers ensure they have a lot of options to choose from,2 invest more time into exploring all options,3 and report less certainty about having made the right choice [even though they often end up with highly favorable options].4

In this study, we explored how maximizing-satisficing manifests in romantic relationships.

Hypotheses:
Because maximizers search for the best, they should select high quality mates and hence (1) perceive their current partner just as favorably as satisficers do. However, because maximizers experience more uncertainty about their choices and continue to search for the elusive best, they should also (2) report more attention to alternatives; (3) report less relationship commitment, investment, and satisfaction (i.e., relationship positivity); and (4) make more negative forecasts about the future stability of their romantic relationship.

Participants:
Participants were 327 young adults (53 male, 272 female, 2 unspecified) who were enrolled at a mid-sized liberal arts university (M_{age}=19.49 yrs; SD=1.4 yrs) and currently involved in a romantic relationship (M_{duration}=18 mts; SD=18 mts).

Method:
All participants (1) reported their current relationship status; (2) made forecasts of their relationship status five months in the future; (3) completed the Big Five Inventory,5 an expanded Maximizing-Satisficing scale,6 the Investment Model Scale,7 and measures of relationship quality adapted from the Quality Marriage Index8 and (4) evaluated their partner’s mate value.

Results

Hypothesis 1:
Maximizers will perceive their current partner just as favorably as satisficers will.

Participants’ maximizing-satisficing scores were reported on a 0-100 scale (M=58.03, SD=11.42). We used those continuous scores for our hypothesis tests (bivariate correlational analyses). For visual displays of the findings, we split participants into those who scored in the lower 25% of maximizing (score<50.15), middle 50% (scores of 50.16 to 65.24) and upper 25% (score>65.24). For group comparisons shown in the figures, error bars represent ±2 SEM.

Hypothesis 1 was supported:
Overall, participants rated their partner’s mate value quite favorably (M=5.68, SD=0.93). Maximizing and partner mate value were not correlated, r(326)=.05, p=.357. As shown in the upper left bar graph, maximizers perceived their partner just as favorably as satisficers did.

Hypothesis 2 was supported:
Maximizing was positively associated with perceived quality of alternatives. r(326)=.11, p=.048. That is, participants who scored higher in maximizing perceived the quality of possible romantic alternatives to be higher than did participants who scored lower in maximizing. The upper right bar graph shows that this association was weak.

Hypothesis 3 was not supported:
Contrary to expectation, maximizing and relationship positivity were not correlated, r(326)=.08, p=.149. As shown in the bottom left bar graph, maximizers did not score reliably lower than satisfiers in relationship positivity.

Hypothesis 4 was supported:
Maximizing was negatively associated with forecasted relationship stability, r(321)=-.13, p=.031. As shown in the bottom right bar graph, maximizers rated their relationships as less likely to endure over the next five months than satisfiers did.

Discussion

Maximizing-satisficing is an individual differences attribute that manifests itself during decision making in a variety of contexts: consumer behavior [e.g., shopping],2 job searches,4 and even romantic partner searches.5 For example, research suggests that maximizers more than satisficers engage in extensive romantic partner search, even when they are explicitly told that as long as they continue their search options will be less suited to their preferences.4

We conducted the current research to extend these previous findings of maximizing tendencies to how people feel about their current romantic relationships [after the search process has already occurred]. As expected, we found that maximizers perceived their partners just as favorably as satisficers did, yet they viewed alternative partners as higher in quality; they also made less positive forecasts about the future stability of their romantic relationship. Contrary to our prediction, however, maximizers did not differ from satisfiers in relationship positivity.

Our findings may be limited because our primary variables of interest are range-restricted. That is, participants were at ceiling in their forecasts of relationship stability over time and overall relationship positivity. The vast majority of participants were very committed, satisfied, and invested in their relationship, and 91% forecasted that their relationship would strengthen or stay the same rather than weaken over the subsequent 5 months. The next phase of this research is a 5-month follow-up of these participants. The outcome data will reveal which couples do stay together, and whether maximizing predicts break-up.
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